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ike Staveski and 
the guys down at 
Time Machines in 
Hudson, Florida 
have been on the 
cutting edge of 
building custom 

Mopars for the better part of the last 
twenty years. Long before the rest of 
the hobby woke up and realized it was 
a lot more fun to drive these cars than 
it was to fret over oxidation on muffler 

clamps, Time 

Machines was making radical drivers. 
The shop was catapulted into the auto
motive magazine spotlight years ago 
when they started building Viper/E
body hybrids, using 'Cuda and Chal
lenger bodies and placing them atop 
Viper suspensions with Viper drive 
trains. Since those two-seater E-body 
updates were so well received, Mike 
knew right away there was a legitimate 
market for someone who could mate 
modern technology with the style and 
nostalgia of old muscle cars. It was an 
idea which lay dormant while they 
worked on customers' cars, but it was 

an idea which just wouldn't go 
away. In 2006, as the hobby 
pushed further and further toward 
drivers, Mike couldn't resist 
temptation any longer, and thus 

began Time Machines' Modern Muscle 
Car line. And as you can see, despite 
what the name might lead you to think, 
this has nothing to do with miniature 
die-cast cars. 

The concept of Time 
Machines' Modern Muscle Cars is sim
ple - offer an all-new car to a customer 
with classic lines, modern creature 
comforts, and unreal amounts of 
horsepower. Longtime customer and 
all-around Mopar guy Bill Sefton liked 
the sound of that as well, and as 2007 
dawned, concept artwork was being 
drawn up for the prototype machine 
which would technically belong to Bill, 
but this would be the car which would 
pave the way for a whole series of cars 
down the line. Everybody agreed the 
first car had to be a 'Cuda, so Mike 

Staveski sat down with design guy, 
Jason Rushforth, and together, they 
turned scribbles into great looking con- '. 
cept art which showed a black and sil- . 
ver 'Cuda convert. Bill liked what he 
saw, there was some check writing, 
and within hours, one of Mike's Bar- · 
racuda convertibles was pushed into 
the shop for the massive reconstruc
tion. 

The first-ever Modern Muscle 
Car began life as a rather no-frills 1970 
Barracuda convert. Originally slated 
years ago for conversion into a 'Cuda 
clone, the car was overall clean, but in 
need of just about everything. Time 
Machines tore the Barracuda limb
from-limb, stripped the body down to 
its bare metal, then placed the shell on 
a jig to do a whole lot of test fitting. 
Since this was the first attempt at doing 
something like this, the guys knew 
what they wanted to accomplish, but 
there was no particular template to 
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guide them. That being the case, the 
whole operation was trial-and-error 
from beginning to end. Being typical 
car guys, we were overwhelmed by the 
'Cuda's clean lines and gorgeous paint, 
but a whole lot more effort went into the 
'Cuda's stance than you can imagine. 

The development on the 
underpinnings was a joint effort 
between Time Machines and the crew 
at Art Morrison. The end result is liter-

minum AFCO shocks. You'll find pol
ished AFCO coil-overs up front as well, 
and the adjustable A-arms do away 
with the need for old-fashioned torsion 
bars. Another bit of sparkling silver 
found underneath each corner comes 
in the form of huge 13" Stainless Steel 
Brakes Corp slotted and drilled rotors. 
Controlling the giant rotors and four
piston calipers, there's a state-of-the
art ABS electrically activated power 

inch wide high-speed radial footprint 
where it counts. And if those wheels 
look a bit like pentastars to you, that's 
not coincidental; even with the wheels, 
the guys wanted to blend nostalgia with 
modern high-tech. 

As with most car guys, the 
paramount decision of what should 
power the 'Cuda was a serious con
cern. Having done the Viper V-1 O trick 
enough, the crew was looking for 

r-::::--::=====-===■ii;;;i'.;;;::::;iiiii.===----:::=:----1 something that would be less of a 
hassle to work on and something 

ally p0etry in motion. Looking beneath 
the skin of the 'Cuda, you'll find nothing 
even remotely Mopar under the floors. 
The entire frame and chassis is a cus
tom fabricated by Art Morrison for the 
unit designed specifically for the proj
ect. Wanting to r:nake the machine rigid 
and extremely nimble, tne body was 
lowered over the tubular steel frame 
and everything was weld~ together, 
just like the factory woul(l've done it. 
The front suspension is a complete 
Morrison lightweight tubular system, 
again, specifically designed on the 
computer for this particular car. 
Because the engine was to be set well 
back in the car, designing the K-mem
ber and front suspension was incredibly 
difficult, and this is where modern CAD 
modeling really comes into play. Fif
teen years ago, you simply couldn't 
have done something like this without 
wasting hundreds of man hours and an 
untold amount of tubular steel and 
welding rods. Out back, there's a 9" 
rear suspended by a four-link setup and 
hooked to a pair of polished billet alu-

brake system. If you 
want the ultimate in 
braking and brake 
pedal response, tnis 
setup has to be expe
~enced to be 
believed. 

There are so 
many "firsts" and one
off aspects to this 
'Cuda that it's difficult 
to know where to 
start. Obviously, the __ ,_,. ............................ ....., ............ __,,....., ______ ......., 

suspension was all 
made-to-order, but that was just the 
beginning. Don't go looking for these 
wheels at the local tire store, this is the 
prototype set of new billet wheels cus
tom-made by Time Machines. The 
'Cuda rolls with 20x12" alloys out back 
and 19x8" rims up front. Mike informs 
us they do intend to market these 
wheels, but we'll have a bit more on 
that later. Astride the big aluminum 
you'll find Michelin Pilot Sport !l's, with 
335/30/20s on the rear and 235/35/19s 
on the nose - that makes for a fourteen-

that would scream "muscle car" while 
retain the ability to be driven. A Hemi 
was the obvious choice right out of the 
chocks, but, what Hemi? They finally 
teamed up with H.P. Performance, and 
what you're looking at is H.P. Perfor
mance's first-ever all-aluminum 530" 
stroker Hemi. Yes, it's a prototype car 
with a prototype Hemi in it. The Hemi 
features a roller hydraulic cam, Sander
son headers, an MSD ignition system 
and distributor, custom carbon fiber 
valve covers, and most importantly, a 
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Hilborn fuel injection system. The retro 
short Hilborn stacks take everybody by 
surprise, and calling an old-school Hil
born stack setup dependable may seem 
like a fairy tale to anyone who has expe
rience with them, but such isn't the case 
here. Bob Ream at Imagine Fuel Injec
tion designed and built the system and 
it's controlled by a FAST onboard com
puter. Yes, it looks retro, but it acts just 
like the fuel injection on a new SRT-8 
Charger. On the north end of the Hemi, 
you'll find billet March pulleys, a March 
billet aluminum power steering pump, 
and a Vintage Auto Air ale compressor 
which is polished to a mirror finish. 

If the really long radiator hose 
is causing you to do a double take, wel
come to the club. Mike referred to the 
'Cuda as "the first mid-engined front
engined Mopar." The cowl was cut and 
the firewall moved back to allow the 
Hemi to sit much farther back than the 
factory ever dreamed of. The water 
pump is just about dead center of the 
front wheels, so this dictated the custom 
long hoses rotating water out of the 
huge AFCO aluminum radiator. The big 
Hemi's alwminum eonstr,1:1ctrol'l, com
bined with this extreme relocation, pro
vides a remarkable balan .. e~ l;'l~retofore 
unknown in an E-bocly c0F1y'e (pie. And 
just for grins, the Hemi c~~r~s 0ut just 
over 650 horses. BfcJ<i~tlii mi up 
is a Tremec six-spe~;iil:;geaJMJCt modi
fied from a Viper p·e~e. 111itiefslx-gear 
box is stirred by a tnMqu~ stf_pl'f•throw 
Pistol Grip shifter with carbon iber 
grips. 

Body and paint was handled in
house, with the front valence being built 
from scratch and inspired by the new 
Challenger. The rear valeAce is anoth
er one-off piece and was designed by 
Jason 'Rushfortn to accommodate the 
wicked cool ceramic-coated exhaust 
and hand-formed tips. Flowmaster muf
flers make certain the throaty rumble out 
back is never mistaken for something 
given off by a V-6. The hood, obviously, 
took a huge amount of engineering. 
Based on the factory MR design, the 
entire hood was made by Time 
Machines and then the fun really began. 
The entire hood raises upward, then tilts 
forward, merely by pressing a toggle 
switch in the cockpit. The mechanism 
has electric motors driving hydraulic 
rams that operate the hood the same 
way a power convertible top works. As 
testimony to the shop's bodywork skills, 

Road RuMel & G1X 
Super Bee & Coronet 
Charger & Chafengei 
Dart, Demon & IA!ster 
Barracuda & Superbird 
Aspen R/T & Super Coupe 

0Any Decal, An car, Any Year!" 

~ 
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Li'I Red Express, Warlock 
SS/T, Pace & Shelby Truck 
Dodge Truck (All) 
American Motors, Jeep 
General Motors 
Mustang & Ford 
Engine Decals 
IEIA rnno 
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when this thing's down, you'd never 
suspect anythiRg was out-of-the-ordi
nary; the hood sits down fine, doesn't 
shake around, and the gaps all around 
are what you't\l expect with a conven
tional hood. Once the 'Guda was ready 
for (i)aiRt, Time Machines' own James 
McLeod applied the exotic Standox ure
thane silver and black paint scheme. 
Kudos go to James for recom'lnerrdir-ig 
the Limelight green stripes and trim 
around the painted-on billboard. The 
green is subtle, but when you see this 
thing in person, it's amazing how that 
little green accent makes the paint job 
scream for attention. 

Moving along to the cockpit, 
you'll find extraordinarily comfortable 
black glove leather buckets which are 
hand sculpted for unique character. 
The stock door panels are covered with 
black leather, the dash pad is decep
tively stock looking, but in fact, is 
moved back a full four inches. The con
sole is handmade to facilitate the shifter 
and the billet switches, which control 
most of the 'Cuda's systems and even 

the car's push-button starter. Ah,ead of 
the driver, yeu'II find a set of brushed 
stainless face gauges from Classi<;; 
Instruments, a polished billet Grant 
wheel is supported by an AuditeQ, steer
ing column. Sound for the convert is 
supplied by a state-o1-the-art Sony sys
tem which is iPod friendly, so Bill can 
jack his iPod player into the stereo and 
instantly have 10,000 (literally) of his 
favorite tunes at hand. Dual amps in 
the trunk help drive no less than ten 
speakers, including two big-inch 
woofers tucked away behind the back 
seat. Obviously, when Bill's tired of lis
tening to the Hemi on long trips, he has 
plenty of other options. One of the 
most subtle tricks on the Modern Mus
cle Car 'Cuda is the front bumper, 
which isn't a front bumper at. all. In 
case you hadn't noticed, the front 
bumper is actually a rear bumper! No 
joke, the convert's wearing the same 
bumper on both ends, and they were 
expertly re chromed by Advanced Cus
tom Chrome. 

The 'Cuda made its debut at 
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the 2007 Mopars at the show at the 
Playboy Mansion last October, and 
that's where Bill was official~y given the 
keys and allowed to drive his new toy 
for the first time. Then, Mike and the 
boys took the keys back and made off 
with the car. But, it's all according to 
plan, because the 'Cuda's going to 
have a very hectic show schedule for 
2008 before Bill settles in to enjoy driv
ing this one. The convert was atlhe 
2007 SEMA show, it was on display at 
the 2008 Russo-Steele auction in 
Scottsdale, and it'll be at all the major 
Mopar events this summer - if you get 
to Carlisle or the Nats, make certain 
you check this one out. 

As for the Modern Muscle Car 
line fr©m Time Machines, watch for 
(:)lenty more to come. This is just the 
first of many, so in the next few years, 
watch for 11ilOre of these to emerge from 
sunny Floricla. Time Machines is going 
to offer these as 1970 or 1971 models, 
depending on the bt,iyers' choice, and 
of course, the buyer can pick colors and 
O(:)ti0rns. Bettet-still, if you're the kinda' 
guy who likes to do his own work, Mike 
informs us they're going to offer the 
individual components to build your 
own, or you can purchase an entire kit 
to transform your old Mopar into a mod
ern cruiser. From the chassis to the 
wiring to the interior, you can buy any or 
all of the pieces and make your E-body 
into a modern Pro-Touring ride. 

Once again, we've seen the 
future of the hobby, and right now, the 
future happens to ·be silver and black 
with lime green stripes. Congrats to 
everybody at Time Machines for bring
ing semi-assembly line Pro-Touring vin
tage muscle cars into the forefront. 
This is gonna' get really interesting. >1< 
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6B-69 HP Exhaust Manifolds 
Part #: HP6B9S 

Gold Pentastar Emblem 
Part#: MY2 

A-Body In-Dash Tach 
Part#: NP124 

PowerCrate 440 
Part #: CR440ET2 

Complete ~ 

rl~JJSP~&r 
P;JP,-'3fl~~E PARTS 

Dealer! 

Tuff Wheel Rack and Pinion Steering Kit 
Part #: MTW70BLK Part#: B01063001 


